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Photo-essay. Eli Singalovskidiscovers
Israeli Brutalism
"Sunbreakers" is the seventh photographic
survey selected by Domusweb among the
Gabriele Basilico Prize 2018 shortlisted
projects.

PHOTOGRAPH

Sunbreakersfocuses on the archltectural herttcqe et the state ot Israel

V

and attempts to examlne its dtstmcnve Interpretation of the

Eli Singalovski

archltectural approach known as "Brutullsm". lt is a visual study that
PLJBLISHED

seeks to explore the singular outcomes of this unique architectural

02 May2018

philosophy, which was characterized by a strong ethic of
LOCATION

straightforwardness and directness. lt argued that the construction

Israel

materials should be teft uncovered, ornamentation and decorottons
Gabriele Basilico
Prize 2018

should be avoided, and the discourse should focus solelv on the
functionality and practicality of the structure.
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1. Photo-essay. Myanmar between
spirituality and tourism
2. Photographer Drew Nikonowicz
blurs the lines between physical
and virtual reality
3. Tiago Casanova photographs
the changing landscape of "The
Pearl of the Atlantic"
4. Roberta Boccaccino
photographs Southern ltaly's
fragile landscapes

5. Photograph er Zhangbolong Liu
observes scientific laboratories
under the microscope
6. Lay Out is a photographic survey
on contemporary shared
apartments

Eli Singalovski, Sunbreakers

The approach was embraced almost instantaneously by the mojontv of
lsrael's active architects during the first decades of its statehood. lt also
ts an effort to exorntne the unusual confluence of political and soctol
circumstances that led to the rising popularity of the Brutalist approach
in the new middle-eastern state, as weil as the multltude of
contradictions between its idealistic ethical nature and the particular
outcomes in actuality, of its Israeli Interpretation.

MOST POPULAR

Fotografato, usato, filmato, osservato e conservato: il
brutalismo sembra essere di nuovo al centro.

1. 17 ideas to renovate a country
hause

2. A pool hause for Philip Roth
3. Japan. A villa in the forest wants
to imitate nature
4. The world's weirdest
skyscrapers (under construction)

5. An abstract architecture by
Alvisi Kirimoto on the hills of
Central ltaly

Eli Singalovski, Sunbreakers

Sunbreakers is one of the photographic researches selected by
Domusweb among the Gabriele Basilico Prize in Architecture

ana

Landscape Photography 2018 candidates. ThePrtze intends to support
the growth of vtsual languages in photography among a new generation
ot artists.
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